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Opportunity! Sophomores, Seniors:
State Department Internships
Open; U 1 Offers Summer Work
America's increasing role in in- - international affairs with a work- -
ternational affairs became more inS study and practical insight
int of the UNe organizationevident this week as the Depart- -
.
, , , , , and the problems confronting its
ment of State announced develop- - Secretariat from July n to Sep.
ment of two intern programs, one tember 2. Interns will usually
of which is designed to train out- - render personal and professional
standing college graduates for assistance to Secretariat staff
future leadership in the State De- - members whose work is heavy,
partment, and the other to fur- - This work will be concentrated in
ther better understanding of the professional and substantive
United Nations procedure by a- - fields, and will generally consist of
warding 35 eight-wee- k intern-
ships at Lake Success to students
who will have completed two
years of college by June.
State Dept. Internships
Designed for a limited number
of graduates who are interested as the Legal Department, the De-i- n
a government career, the State partment of Public Information,
Department internship program the Translating Service, and the
involves special assignment on press, Publications, Radio, and
professional o r administrative
work in one of the Department's
areas, instruction at the Foreign
Service Institute, rotational and
observational assignments, and
periodic group discussions with
diplomatic officials.
Starting in July, interns will be
appointed at a salary of $2520 per
year, and successful candidates
will be promoted to $2880 after
the first 6 months and later to
$3420. Those "whose performance
is outstanding will be given an
opportunity for permanent ap-
pointment to the Department of
State.
Applicants should have four
years of college by June, hold
American citizenship, be able to
speak and write effectively, pos-
sess an appearance, bearing and
manner which will enable candi-
dates to make favorable repre-
sentation on behalf of the United
States government, and show a
major interest in such subjects as
history, economics, political sci
ence, international law, public
administration, public relations
and modern languages. .
United Nations
The United Nations Summer
Student Internship will provide
students interested in the field of
research, examination and analy-
sis of documents or assistance in
the writing of reports and classi-
fication of information.
If requested, however, positions
are open in other categories such
Visual Information Divisions.
Allowance for living expenses is
(Continued on page 2)
Political Thinking, II
Pros and Cons of Franco
Alliance To Be Debated
For the past several months our
attention has been called more
and more to the policy of the
United States in Franco Spain.
West struggle, and particularly
with the formulation of the At-
lantic Pact, our stan,d in Spain has
come in for vigorous criticism.
One vocal group has urged that
we cast off all diplomatic and eco-
nomic ties' to the fascist nation.
Others feel that the United States
must avail herself of an ally a-gai- nst
Communism, regardless of
the totalitarian nature of that al-
ly.1 Many, and this seems to be
the position of our State Depart-
ment, wish to follow a policy
somewhere in-betwe- en. However,
during the past year a per-
ceptible strengthening of the pro-Fran- co
stand may be noticed.
Vocal Groups End
Benefit Concert
Touring Season
With a highly successful season
of concert touring just ended, the
Kenyon Choir and Singers plan an
even fuller schedule of tours next
year" with the help of their spon-
sor, the Kenyon Music Depart-
ment. Dr. Paul Schwartz, head of
the department, is now working
with the Alumni Council on next
year's schedule, and hopes for
more invitations from thealumni
of the College.
This season's tours began with a
benefit concert for the Kenyon
Relief Fund at St. Paul's Episcopal
Chuch in Mount Vernon. Three
later concerts for the Old Kenyon
Restoration Fund were given at
Cincinnati, with the Western Col-
lege Choir, and, at Akron and
Cleveland Heights. William Wor-ma- n,
a student at Bexley, was the
organist for most of the programs.
There is now a strong possibility
that Spain will be invited to sign
the Atlantic Pact.
Is the United States to follow
this tendency? Should we tie our,-selv- es
to a representative of that
system which we recently defeat-
ed with the expenditure of so
many lives and so much money?
On the other hand, can we afford
to repudiate Franco Spain en-
tirely?
These important questions will
be debated next Thursday after-
noon by the International Rela-
tions Clubs of Kenyon and Lake
Erie College. Lake Erie has prom-
ised a delegation of at least six
girls, and a heated discussion of
the issues is anticipated. Everyone
is cordially invited to what will
undoubtedly be one of the best
I. R. C. meetings of recent years.
--SPECIAL
Dance Weekend Edition
News - Features - Sports
as Rich Past
Collegian Files Yield
Past Weekend Oddities
Spring Event Has Survived
War, Drought, and Depression
Turn backward, turn backward,
O time in thy flight that's what
the Collegian has done this past
week. A glance at some back
numbers of the Collegian has
yielded contrasts, parallels, and
other interesting material about
dance weekend of the past.
"Take for example this article
from the spring dance of '43 which
featured Earl Hood and his or-
chestra. "Alpha Delta Phi and
Delta Kappa Epsilon, who ex-
pected to be living in the Alumni
House by dance weekend (the
army occupied Old Kenyon), will
vacate it for their guests." Well,
Mu Kaps
Then we have the patriotic
spirit of 1942 when it was pro-
posed that the purchase of war
bonds and stamps be substituted
for dance tickets and payment
for refreshments.
About ten years ago this ad ap-
peared in the Collegian: "FALL
DANCE -- TAILS AT THE COL-
LEGE SHOP".
Quotations were the style in '39
when Glen Gray's orchestra was
on the Hill. For instance, "First
come .... hrst wolfed, or It s
all a matter of supply and de
mand." Or "Don't think wearing a
pin is any protection."
In November of 1938, the Col
legian came out with a big editor-
ial on the average cost of fall
dances in '36 through '38 and the
figure arrived at was a little better
than $900.
A Kenyon dance weekend
broadcast over a big radio sta-
tion? That's what happened when
MORAL:
Never Trust
A Woman
Two Kenyon students, well-know- n
and notorious, too, who
have spent much of their collegi-
ate life raising pink elephants and
red eyes, recently decided to try
their luck with rabbits. It was
the season for rabbits and, besides,
Sally had sent John one for East-
er. But what was one rabbit to
do one poor, wittle, white wab-bit- ?
Not much, if John remem-
bered his biology correctly.
Now John had a friend, Steve
(variously called Stee-wee- ), who
felt sorry for Minerva, for that
was the name John had given her.
The name "was bad enough with
out having to bear it( the name)
alone. So Steve up and engineer-
ed a deal to get a hold of a play-
mate for Minerva. Knowing as
much about the matter as John,
Steve assumed that since Minerva
was white and pure as all wo
men tne male or tne species
must be black. And he bought
Francis.
To make a long story of the
week short, those two rabbits have
been together one helluva long
time and either Francis must be
Frances, or it isn't true what they
say about rabbits.
Buddy Rogers played in 1938.
That station, WLW.
The renowned Ted Lewis sup-
plied the music in May of 1937.
Kenyon had its troubles just
like everybody else during the de-
pression. "These dance weekends
are the basis of one of Kenyon's
best known traditions a tradition
for which up to this year, the
possibility of dying out had not
been, considered. The Kenyon
dances are widely known and the
basis of their reputation is due to
the fact that they provide some
of the best college entertainment
in the country." (1933)
Who would have thought it?
"Some time ago it was thought
that the event (dance) would oc-
cur one week earlier, but this was
changed because it would have in-
terfered with students' plans of
attending the Kentucky Derby."
(1932)
Here is what the Collegian re-
ported on the first dance ever held
in the Great Hall of Peirce Hall.
"The usual rain failed to dampen
the spirits of the guests and until
the early hours of the morning
the merrymakers lingered in the
shelter of beautiful Peirce Hall.
Never, in past years, has a fall
dance been so well attended and
so greatly enjoyed. The Great
Dining Hall, ablaze with lights,
warmed by the brilliant hues of
gorgeous evening gowns, formed
an unusual setting for such an
event."
Oh, the wit of years gone by.
"DON'T SKIP THE HOP!" (1926)
No comment. "Another bad tra-
dition went to smash when the
seniors disproved the old belief
that Fall Dance must be a financ-
ial bugbear, a sort of Reveille on
a smaller scale." (1925)
You figure this one out (1925).
"It (the dance) was a great suc-
cess in every way physically,
financially, and spiritually."
Don't be so vague. "The Com-
mons hastens to assure everyone
that the character of the refresh-
ments will be such as to brace
everyone up to finish the night
with flying colors." (1923)
The May Hop in 1920 was a
big success with eighty couples on
the floor.
Attention decorating commit-
tee! "The Path presented a unique
appearance Friday night. Japan-
ese lanterns, strung at intervals of
twenty feet and reaching from the
gate to the bulletin board swayed
softly in the breeze and made
an ideal promenade for the danc-
ers."
We were all the way back to
1915 by this time and gaining in-
terest by the minute when an om-
inous figure appeared from no-
where with the greeting, "We're
closing up now; please turn out
all the lights when you come."
Good idea, don't you think?
PAGE TWO
Spring Dance Weekend
or
This Will Do But
By Bob McCullagh
CHARACTERS: Many. This en-
tire play takes place.
Scene I
The time is now. A male chorus
disguised as lamp posts sings a
soft verse of the "Anvil Chorus."
REGINALD Do I hear a train?
(A monotonous clickety clack,
squish, squash, clickety, clack,
squish, squash can be heard in
the distance. )
OCTAVEUS (A friend of Reg-
inald.) (Very- - calmly cuts off
a loose nail and straightens his
cuff.)
Yes, it's the eight-twenty-thr- ee
express. (At which time
all the Gambier city noon
whistles sound indicating to the
audience that the eight-twenty-thr- ee
express is three hours and
thirty-seve- n minutes late.)
REGINALD Who said I'm ner-
vous? (He cuts off a loose cuff
and straightens his nails.) Here
it comes now.
(The train rounds the bend.
There is a deafening Sh-h-h-h- -h
as the" eight-twenty-thr- ee ex-
press grinds to a halt, three
hours and thirty-seve- n minutes
late. Many girls exit amid much
screaming.)
REGINALD Cynthia, my sweet.
CYNTHIA Reginald, my grips.
WORKMAN (Pulling a large
cart loaded with experimental
dogfishes.) Oh my1 aching . . .
(Here the chorus breaks in with
"There is a thrill of spirit. . . "
The timing at this point must
be perfect.)
Scene II
The time is the afternoon of the
same day. The place is Joe's room
where there is a sea-bree- ze party
in session.)
JOE'S DATE Joe, for God's
sake, take it easy on those sea-breez- es.
JOE Hold your anguish baby.
These are just like water for
Old Joe. (Joe then takes a large
container of the breeze and
chugs it.)
(The curtain drops indicating an
elapse of time, probably in the
vicinity of an hour.)
(The curtain rises. Everybody
has left the party except Joe.
Joe is standing in the corner
with an empty glass in his
hand.)
JOE Thas righ baby .... juss
like water for the Ole Joe. (Joe
slides gently to the floor.)
Scene III
(The time is the next afternoon.
The place is a picnic spot not far
from the hill. The curtain rises
as Sydney and his blind date are
coming on the stage. There are
many people both drinking and
singing on the stage.)
SYDNEY Let's go over and join
the party.
SYDNEY'S DATE (Belches
7&e Ketufoi ...
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Some People Won't
loudly Sydney pays no at-
tention.)
(Sydney moves across the stage
leading his date behind him. He
joins the party after introduc-
ing his date to his fraternity
brothers).
SYDNEY'S DATE Belch,
(At this moment there is a siren
and a man, ' followed by two
men in white uniforms with
butterfly nets in hand, rush on
the stage.)
THE 1st MAN(The curator of the
Columbus Zoo.) There it is
(pointing at Sidney's blind date)
the only living specimen of the
' ancient belching Gnu. It has
been missing for over a week.
(The Gnu belching louder than
ever bounds happily into the
nets and is carried away by the
white-coate- d assistants. The
chorus sings a forceful rendi-
tion of "There's Good Gnus To-
night.")
SYDNEY Farewell my true love.
(He passes out in the center of
the stage.)
Scene IV
(The time is the evening of the
same day. The place is Joe's room
where there is a cocktail party in
session.)
JOE'S DATE Joe, for God's sake
take it easy on those martinis.
JOE Just like water for Old Joe,
sugar, just like water. (Joe then
downs three fast one in succes-
sion.)
(The curtain falls indicating an
elapse of time probably in the
vicinity of an hour.)
(The curtain rises on a room
void of everything except Joe
and a Saint Bernard dog.)
JOE Yup like water for Ole
Joe. (He throws one arm around
the dog) You can't leave me
now sugar.
THE DOG I won't, Joe.
JOE (He moves slowly away and
focuses in on the dog.)
Jusha minute here. You're not
Ole Joe's date.
(The Saint Bernard gets up and
leaves the stage very sadly. Joe
passes out elegantly.)
Scene V
(The time is early the next
morning. The scene is a milk
punch party which moved from
Brunson Bowl to the railroad
bridge. There is a faint singing
in the background. The words and
music are nondescript.)
HE Let's have a glass of punch.
SHE I don't like punch.
HE Let's go for a walk.
SHE My feet are sore.
HE So's my . . . (There is a loud
crash from off stage The
timing here must also be pre-
cise.)
HE Let's sing.
SHE I can't.
HE (Whispering something in
ear.)
SHE No. 1
HE (Sits back looking as though
in deep thought.) Are you warm?
SHE Yes. (He then pushes her
off the bridge into the raging
Kokosing. She drowns. There
is a tremendous crescendo at
"Farewell Old Kenyon, fare
thee well." Everyone smiles at
each other politely and the
party goes on and on and on. . .
Finis
STATE DEPARTMENT
(Continued from page 1)
$37.50 per week. At the present
time, funds are available for 35
interns. To qualify, applicants
should have two years of college
by June, demonstrate an interest
in the field of international af-
fairs, and be an American citizen.
A special board consisting of
Kenyon faculty members will for-
ward nominations to Washington.
Interested persons are urged to
contact Bill Stiles immediately,
because the Departmental dead-
line for necessary papers has been
set for May 16.
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QUESTION OF THE WEEK
by Ed. Doctorow
Kenyon should abolish drink-
ing! This startling statement has
been heard in many different
forms of late, as the movement to
ban liquor from the Hill has been
gaining in momentum hour by
hour. Kenyon man after Kenyon
man has joined the new dry
movement, and at last report,
Gambier prohibition seemed like
a sure thing. Always up on the
important questions of the week
the Collegian decided to sound out
a representative group for opin-
ions on this pertinent subject.
Q. DO YOU THINK DRINK-
ING SHOULD BE BANNED
FROM THE HILL?
Peter Weaver: Would you mind
repeating the question?
Robert McCullagh: According to
Lord Calvert ....
Harry Read: Whut?
Arthur C. Barton, Jr.: I don' wan-
na 'bolish anythin'.
Jim Amo: What do I look like a
member of the W. C. T. U!?
Joseph Organ: Geeiz!
Santo J. Artino: "&&!!"
Psychology
By Shipment
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r&--- " lJOn the morning of April 11, astrange package arrived in Math-
er Hall which caused considerable
stir'' in the Kenyon psychology
department and in the children of
Gambier. It contained a pair of
macus rhesus (maci rhesi?) which
are known to unbiological minds
as, monkeys. They were purchas-
ed by Bill Seiberling in connection
with his experimental psychology
course, the second semester of
which is devoted to a long term
project.
The monkeys are housed in a
big cage in the south tower of
Mather Hall where they are kept
under lock and key. The purpose
of the experiments Bill is con-
ducting is to determine the "de-
gree of insight." This will be ac-
complished by placing the mon-
keys in an experimental cage
through which food may be ob-
tained by various combinations of
strings and rakes. Bill complains
of the wildness of the monkeys
and above all of the limited space
in the psychology department.
Now the physics department. . . .
The monkeys are about a year
old and a common breed for ex-
perimenting. Appropriately e-nou- gh,
one is a male, the other a
female. Bill reports that the fe- -
male is very dominant and grabs
all the food (Hmmm). Family
This Will Do Certainly
Did; Revue Sparkling Hit
"This Will Do" certainly did!
For a musical comedy originally
conceived by its authors as a short
skit to commemorate Kenyon's
125th anniversary, it has emerged
as a sparkling hilarious revue
based on a "vague history" of the
founding of the college. Messrs.
Barrett and Welsh have opened a
new vista in theatrical expression
which we hope will become a
yearly feature at Kenyon.
Originally scheduled for three
performances, on April 29 and
two April 30, the tremendous de-
mand for tickets forced an early
opening. Consequently the dress
rehearsal Thursday night was
opened to the public on an unre-
served seat basis.
"This Will Do" presented us
with some highly imaginative
songs and some hilarious lam-
pooning of our college, its history,
its traditions, and its faculty. As
in most musical comedies, the per-
sonalities of the stars over-
shadowed the roles which they
played and thereby added height-
ened enjoyment to the proceed- -
Lab Invaded
of Simians
: liill
)R5VMS:.
a , At
Movement Under Way To Organize
APO, National Service Fraternity
Alpha Phi Omega was organ- - nine of which are in Ohio. Though
ized in 1925 at Lafayette College, the fraternity carries Greek let- -
Easton, Pa. Known as the Na- - ters, it is in no way competitive
tional Service Fraternity, and liv- - with the social fraternities and
ing up to its name, it has grown membership in one does not pre- -
continually until at the present elude membership in the other.
time it has over 200 chapters in
the United States and Canada,
prospects are a deep secret
even Bill doesn't know.
Bm has yet to find names for
his "pets" but is open to sugges- -
tions- - what an opportunity for a
contest!
If the monkeys go well, Bill
plans to graduate in June. At that
time the monkeys will be taken to
Cleveland and sold- - Bill has stat-
ed, however, that Kenyon has first
choice in the matter and that he
will be only too happy to see the
monkeys remain in Gambier
Bill's fraternity, Phi Kappa Sig-
ma, has been quiet about the
whole affair. Perhaps the reac-
tion might have been different
had Bill chosen to keep the mon-
keys in North Hanna. Bill did,
however, promise to bring the
monkeys over for a beer party
before his June departure.
ings. By the author's own ad-
mission, several roles were creat-
ed with specific people already
cast in these parts. Miss Lillian
Chard's portrayal of Hannah
More, James Amo's excellent
contribution both dramatically
and vocally as Jonathan Tynge,
and Raymond English as the in-
communicado Lord Kenyon could
never have been so effectively
done without these principals.
Mr. Barrett's surprise portray-
al of that Groucho Marx charac-
ter Potwin Pennypacker was un-
doubtedly the hit performance of
the show. Co-auth- or Welsh also
did an excellent job as the pro-
fessor of future history whose
duty it was to make anachronistic
remarks which so successfully
lampooned our present-da- y col-
lege institutions.
A review of tlje whole cast is
needless; may it suffice to say that
they more than met our expecta-
tions.
Perhaps the most surprising
feature of the play was the un-
usually good musical score. The
opening number "What a Spring"
was a lilting piece, which is rem-
iniscent in spirit, at least, of the
title number from "Oklahoma!"
Two excellent ballads, "One April
Evening," and "Let's Not Say
Goodbye" easily rivaled the latest
Tin Pan alley products. "Down
Report Blues" was another excel-
lent number which was well sung
and danced by Bill Perkins.
John McLaughlin did an ad-
mirable job in directing the sing-
ers and the orchestra. The only
criticism to be levelled at the or-
chestra was that it neglected to
give a note of finality to the num-
bers as they were concluded. Sev-
eral times the audience hesitated,
not knowing whether or not to ap-
plaud. The space- - restrictions in
the Speech Building, as far as an
orchestra pit is concerned, un-
doubtedly had something to do
with this difficulty. The director
was forced to direct from a posi-
tion behind and to the side of the
orchestra.
The set was nicely executed and
displayed a great deal more care
in construction than some of the
'more recent productions at the
Speech Building.
For those who found the cavort-
ing of the faculty a little unortho-
dox, we can only note that if the
Chancellor of the University of
Chicago can appear in one of their
reviews as a football player, we
can see no objection to President
Chalmers as an Indian chief.
While there is an initiation fee
there are no dues and the former
is sufficiently modest that it is
not prohibitive to members of so-
cial fraternities.
Recently at a noon meal in the
Commons census cards were dis-
tributed in an effort to determine
the number of students now en-
rolled in Kenyon who were once
affiliated with the Boy Scouts of
America and, of those, how many
persons would' be interested in a
service organization on the Hill.
The first of these questions was
asked because members of Alpha
Phi Omega must once have been
members of the Boy Scouts. The
second question was designed to
determine potential interest. Of
the 400-od- d students at the two
sittings of that meal over one-four- th
filled out the cards and of
these better than one-ha- lf desig-
nated interest. As a result, a
meeting will be held on Thurs-Continue- d
on page 6
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Kenyon Upsets Oberlin;
Losing Streak
The baseball team snapped a
three-gam- e losing streak last
Saturday by beating Oberlin 4 to
1 on a beautiful 5 hitter by Dave'
Bell. The Lords in their last two
starts lost to Wooster and Ash-
land by scores of 14 to 9, and 16
to 6.
Had the Lords not made so
many errors in the Wooster game,
they might have won. In this
game, 3 runs were scored by er-
rors, and 3 more runs were set up
by errors. Sam Montague and
Captain Jack Kasai were the most
consistent batters in this game,
while Dave Bell got the longest
hit, a triple to right center in the
eighth inning which scored two
runs. Kasai was the starting
pitcher and was relieved by Bob
Stix in the fourth. Stix lasted
until the eighth when Hal Mallory
came in from left to finish the
game.
Ashland seemed to like the of-
ferings of pitchers Hal Mallory
and Al Wright as they collected a
total of ten hits. Mallory was the
starter and was taken out in the
sixth inning for Wright. The
Lords again in this game made
far too many errors, eight of them
being committed. The Ashland
pitcher had a no-hitt- er going into
the sixth inning, but Kenyon
came to life in this inning and
scored 2 runs. Kasai led off with
a walk and scored on Dick For-noff- 's
double to right. . Dick then
scored on Bob Stix's single to left.
The Lords got another run in the
eighth when Dick Giddings led off
with a single and was forced at
second on Mallory's grounder to
third1. Stix was hit by a pitched
ball and Wright walked filling the
bases. Pitney then flied deep to
left, Mallory scoring after the
catch. The Lords scored three
more runs in the ninth to complete
the scoring. With Ashland run-
ners on first and third in the 6th
inning, the Lords came up with
their first double play of the sea-
son, the play going from Pitney to
Bell to Fornoff.
The Oberlin game, however,
was an entirely different story.
Righthander Dave Bell pitched a
beautiful ball game, allowing only
five hits, fanning eleven men, and
giving only three walks. Ober-lin'- s
hits were divided up between
COMPLIMENTS OF
LIT. VERNON
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Phone 585 406 W. Gambier St.
Distributors of
FINE BEER & ALE
Schiitz. Duquesne, Berghoff.
Carling's Ale. Brewers Best
Draft Beer for Parties
Compliments of
THE PEOPLES BANK
Gambier, Ohio
Member Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation
Snapped
the first baseman and the third
baseman. Oberlin used a total
of twenty men in trying to break
' Bell down. Kenyon played error-
less ball, as did Oberlin. This is
certainly an improvement over
the other three games this sea-
son. The Lords got off to a good
start in the first inning by scor-
ing two runs on a single by Kasai
and triples by Bell and Fornoff.
Kenyon scored another run in the
fourth when Fornoff led off with
a single, and scored on singles by
Stix and Pitney. The last run
came in the sixth as Bell got on,
was advanced by Mallory's single,
and later scored on S single by
Lindsey. The Lord's double play
combination of Kasai, Pitney, and
Fornoff, again began to click,
making two twin killings in this
game. Bell had a three hit shut-
out with two out in the ninth, but
Oberlin got a walk and two hits
to spoil Dave's shutout. This
game proves that the team has the
stuff it takes to be a consistent
winner.
Trackmen Gain
First Victory
In Hiram Meet
Led by versatile Pete Schroed-er- ,
the Kenyon track team an-
nexed its first victory of the sea-
son by defeating Hiram College,
741,2-54'-
-2 at the Hiram College
track Saturday. While the times
are not too impressive due to a
very slow, sandy track, they show
improvement over results of the
last two meets.
Schroeder was the high point
man as he won the 100-y- d dash
and the broad jump, garnered a
second in the pole vault and an-
chored the victorious 880 relay
team for a total of 14 V points.
Despite the slow track, the 880
yd. relay team composed of Bob
Bailey, Robin Carr, Lloyd Hood
and Schroeder shaved several
tenths of a second off the Kenyon
school record, as they covered the
double furlong in 1:38.
The mile relay stick-passe- rs al-
so won their event in 3:40. This
quartet of Chuck DeWitt, Ed
Karkow, Hood and Dan Dunlap is
awaiting proper conditions to as-
sault the long-standi- ng school
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Schnee's
'Rebounds"
It was good to see the baseball
team come through with its first
win of the season. Dick Fornoff
and Dave Bell are beginning to
show some power at the plate,
and we look for Bob Stix to sup-
ply more needed power in future
games.
The track squad is also round-
ing into shape. Although per-
forming without the services of
Jack Kasai, Bill Wilson, and Don
Brunson, the thin-clad- s lived up
to their pre-seas- on press notices
in the running events. A marked
improvement should be shown in
their future meets .... Congrats
to the 880 relay team for setting
a new school record with a time
of 1:38.
Although the lacrosse team has
no game for another week, the
boys are keeping in shape with
intra-squa- d tilts. Last week end
a few Denison lacrosse players
journeyed to Kenyon and played
an informal contest with the Lord
third string.
"Old Reliable" Joe Smuckler is
still consistently winning tennis
matches for the Purple and White.
Joe doesn't have . the smooth
strokes of some of the squad
members, but he makes up for
this with determination and spirit
both on and off the court . . . .
Charlie Thomas who couldn't
make the team last year has been
moved up to No. 3 man.
This corner would like to make
a suggestion. We think it would
be a good idea to have the results
of all Kenyon's games announced
at dinner in the evening. As it is,
only a few students learn the re-
sults of contests until the Col-
legian appears a week later. The
announcement at dinner might
help create a little more sports
enthusiasm among the students.
record of 3:32.4.
Ed Karkow came back after
losing his speciality, the 880 yd.
dash, in the Fenn meet to coast to
an easy victory. His teammates
Dick Lower and Dunlap made it a
clean sweep in this event as they
gathered second and third respec-
tively.
Other first place winners for
the Lords were Jack Sanford in
the mile and 2 mile, Chuck De-Wi- tt
in the high jump, Phil Best
in 220 low hurdles, Lloyd Hood in
the 220-y- d dash and Captain Dan
Dunlap in the 440.
Quality Shoe Repair
104 W. High St.
Mt. Vernon, Ohio
LICKING LAUNDRY
Rug Cleaning Dry Cleaning
Phone 195 7 N. Main St.
Mt. Vernon, Ohio
10 discount cash and carry
Compliments of
BAIR'S DRY
CLEANING CO.
3 West High Street
MOUNT VERNON. OHIO
Linkpmen Darkhorses In
Ohio Collegiate Tourney
BEREA, April 26 The Lord
golfers notched their initial win
of the season this afternoon by
dumping Baldwin-Wallac- e 15-- 1
on the latter's home layout.
The wind and rain which swept
the Homelinks Golf Club throuh-ou- t
the entire match skyrocketed
individual scores, but the Purple
and White trailed at no time dur-
ing the match. Gerri Cannon,
swinging from his usual number
two slot, carried away medalist
honors with a four over par 77.
Closely bunched behind the long-hittin- g
Iowa amateur were Andy
Bowers with 79 and Perry Trink-ne- r
and Eppa Rixey at 80.
K :
Left to right Jack Moses, Gerri
Summaries:
Perry Trinkner (K) (80) defeat- -
ed'Bob Gardner (82) 3V2-V- 2.
Gerri Cannon (K) (77) defeated
Vic Cirigiano (81) 4-- 0.
Eppa Rixey (K) (80) defeated Ed
Stock (83) 4-- 0.
Andy Bowers (K) (79) defeated
Dick Raber (80) 4-- 0.
The freshman tennis team play-
ed an informal match last week
end at the Hanger Club in Cleve-
land, and came through with fly-
ing colors. Jack Goldberg is still
tops in singles, but Tim Ryan now
stands above the other frosh in
doubles play. Coach Budge can't
wait until he can play these boys
in intercollegiate matches.
Perry Trinkner's 33 on the back
nine at Marietta was one of the
best rounds turned in by a Ken-
yon linkman in many a year. We
look for great things from Perry
and Gerri Cannon in the Confer-
ence meet.
THE WONDER BAR
Where Everybody Meets
A Good Place to Dine
Pete Gost. Prop.
202 S. Main Street
Mt. Vernon, Ohio
Have aK&jjp'
Coke Jff II
The long hours of hitting from
the practice tee after two sting-
ing defeats at the hands of Ohio
Wesleyan and Wooster payed off
with the win over B-- W. The
pasture wanderers are polishing
their games to razor-sharpne- ss in
hopes of entering the Ohio Inter-
collegiate Tourney to be held at
the Scarlet course of Ohio State
University, May 16. This is the
top intercollegiate golf crown in
Ohio and is now worn by this
year's host college, but the best in
the state will be on hand in an
attempt to dislodge it from the
heads of the Buckeye linksters.
V ..4
s 4
Cannon, Perry Trinkner, Eppa Rixey
,
MT. VERNON, May 3 The
undefeated golfers from Denison
University defeated the Kenyon
swingers this afternoon 9-- 7 on the
Mt. Vernon Country Club Course.
Medalist honors go to the num-
ber one man for the Big Red, Bill
Pattrick, who fired a one over
par 73.
The win was the sixth straight
victory for the Granville links-me- n
and the third defeat of the
season for the Lords. The two
teams play a return match next
Tuesday afternoon at the Gran-
ville Course.
Despite the three setbacks a-ga- inst
the Lord golfmen thus far
this season they should be consid-
ered as a dark horse at the Ohio
Conference meet at Alliance May
20-2- 1. This affair will attract
sixteen teams and will be on a
straight medal basis. The Deni-
son team is the defending cham-poi- n.
Summaries of Denison meet:
Bill Pattrick (D) (73) defeated
. Perry Trinkner (7)) 3-- 1.
Gerri Cannon (K) (75) tied George
Strickland (75) 2-- 2.
Bill Deedrick (D) (75) defeated
Eppa Rixey (81) 4-- 0.
Andy Bowers (K) (80) defeated
Bob Elsaesser (83) 4-- 0.
.
Coca- - Cola
VENDING MACHINES
Located in
Leonard Hall
Hanna Hall
Ascension Hall
Recreation Building
OLSON'S
(Formerly McMillen's)
PAINTS SPORTING GOODS SCHOOL SUPPLIES
"It Pays to Play"
107 S. MAIN ST. PHONE 539
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Proper Vocabulary, Apparel, Conduct
For Kenyon Parties Discussed by Expert
By Emily Posterior
Today I shall discuss the correct
etiquette to be observed at all
parties held during the month of
May at Kenyon. First of all, there
is the matter of correct vocabu-
lary. At such functions, one must
never talk in conversational
tones; this is very bad form. In
fact, I might say it is (pardon the
expression) impolite. Instead,
one must scream at the top of
one's lungs. (If one has no lungs,
I suggest that one transfer to
Denison immediately).
Furthermore, one never "goes
to a party"; one simply "parties."
The terms "party-boy,- " "party-girl,- "
however, are no longer in
vogue, due to Communist conno-
tations. Instead, a skilled guzzler
is known simply as "Fabulous."
There is a final point that should
be made in regard to party-languag- e:
gentlemen should swear
only when there are young ladies
present. There's no sense in it
otherwise.
Proper Dress
A second matter which we must
discuss is how to dress for an al-cholic-beve- rage
party. The rec-
ommended apparel for young
ladies is a candle-ligh- t satin frock,
made with a fitted bodice, plung-
ing neckline trimmed with heir-
loom Duchesse lace, and a full
skirt ending in a sweeping circu-
lar train. Also in high fashion at
the moment is a gown of pale blue
marquisette with plunging neck-
line trimmed with a large bow at
one side; this ensemble should
have a full slit skirt gathered to a
fitted bodice. Blue jeans and
checkered shirts (with plunging
necklines) are also acceptable.
The correct apparel for men is
an alcoholic-resiste- nt diving suit.
(For night-clubbin- g at the Sunset,
a suit of armor is recommended).
This season, distinctive beverage-co-
ntainers are once again in
style. Although ladies' slippers
are still correct, it is even better
etiquette to drink directly out of
the tap. Old athletic trophies, of
course, are considered as the epi-
tome o f social savoir - faire.
Glasses, other than the kind that
have undressed girls on the inside,
are definitely in bad taste. They
are also fragile.
General Conduct
Finally, I should like to outline
a few rules of general conduct.
One should never spill one's bev-
erage unless one is in the Delt
parlor. Secondly, it is very bad
etiquette to break windows in
one's own division; in other
people's division, it is considered
Slraple: s Gown
(
"Everything for
the Young Man "
The COLLEGE SHOP
bad etiquette not to break win-
dows. Lastly, but not leastly, it
is in very bad form to walk a-ro- und
sober.
I now have a few letters from
readers. '
Dear Mrs. Posterior:
Where is the best place?
R. F.
'Dear R. F.
Any place.
EMILY POSTERIOR
Dear Madam:
I'm going to a thing called
Dance Week End at a place called
Benyon and I just don't know
what to do because my mother
never told me about the wilds of
College Boys and my date is
named Gus and I want Gus to like
me (I've never met him he's a
Blind Date; my Roommate, Doris,
goes with a boy whose brother
goes to Benyon and he asked his
brother to ask Doris to get him
a Date and I'm his Date) and I
also want the rest of the Boys to
like me but I don't want love-
lorn advice, I just want to know
what the right way is to act with-
out being impolite to Gus but
still getting all the other Boys to
like me. What shall I do?
K. D. P.
Dear K. D. P.
It is always proper etiquette,
when visiting a men's college to
follow all suggestions made by
your date and his friends. When
in doubt, remember, do as those
around you are doing. By the
way, what is Gus's last name?
EMILY POSTERIOR
Dear Mrs. Posterior:
If an olive is correct for a two-to-o- ne
martini, and a pearl onion
is correct for a three-to-on- e mar-
tini, what is correct for a six-to-o- ne
martini?
B. T. P.
Dear B. T. P.
A live goldfish.
EMILY POSTERIOR
Dear Madam:
I am going to spend a week end
at a certain midwestern college
for men and I have a problem.
My date tells me that we will
eat in the college "commons" and
I'm not quite sure which fork I
shculd uSe for the salad. My
problem is this: which fork should"
I use for the salad?
WORRIED
Dear Worried:
I've got news for you!
EMILY POSTERIOR
Note Send a three-cen- t stamp,
c o this paper, for Mrs. Posterior's
latest booklet on etiquette, "How
to Steal Other Guys' Dates in a
Polite Way," "The Use of Dope in
Polite Society," and "Manners for
the Model Plane Addict."
,;; V r1
Compliments of
The Peoples Bank
Paris, France
Feminine Angle
Local Debs Seen
At Houseparties
By Lou Wallah Parsnips
I am now attending my first
party at Kenyon's spring social.
The boys of this fraternity have
supplied me with paper and a
typewriter and I am all set to give
you firsthand news on this gala
housparty. They are very hos-
pitable here at Kenyon. The boys
are keeping me supplied with
some mild little punch called
French "75's" anc? I can hear peals
of gay feminine laughter issuing
from the rooms. I have to stop
from time to time to interview
people and sip my cocktails. It's
strange how my glass always
seems to be full. Oh yes, there
are many debs from Cincinnati,
Cleveland, Columbus and Wapa-konet- a.
The Delta Tau's have set
a fashion style by giving their
datches French garters with fluffy
lase. These boysh are so kind they
brought a pitcher of their lemon-
ade for me. It O- - Afu311y hot
in thish rooom I think I'll get up
and open a window. There are no
windows to&'! o pen they're all
gone. I ashkked won of the boys
rek 'lining on the window seed
why there &ltno windows and he
said . . . exkush I have to powdr
my noze. Where was I oh oh, it's
getting sooo hodt in here. That
boy just woke up agen. . . and
shed they thot it was healthier
wiithout the windows so some of
there f rends frum a!! this shift
lock kkepsh shtikking. Some of
ther freds pushed out the win-dos- h
for them, I have to get thish
into town before the dedline. I
nowiehfh I mean I jush shaw a
debutante fall down teh stares I
know her muther and shes inwoo-ji- e
told fe to look after her ash
she )('tb& was only 17 and Vs
and she was gioing with sush a
nish boy Britton Mayl or some-
thing like thadt. That pichier is
gone there nothing left I thiO-2- 8
think somebuddy must have taken
it . . . This has been LO 7& Par-snopsh- at
Kenrun.
Let us service
your car
f'
It
We service all makes
Repair Flats
Body Work
Complete Overhaul
T. & E. Motor Sales
Fashions For the Occasion
WHAT TO WEAR AND BARE
By Mimi
"What shall I wear?" is a familiar female cry and problem. To
relieve our visiting young women of weeks of planning a dance week-
end wardrobe, our Kenyon fashion expert has outlined several suit-
able ensembles for the occasion, better known as the "Gnu Look."
The Cocktail Hour with sweet essence of French 75's
The latest dipping hemline is or similar fragrances to add to the
suggested it will save you many atmosphere of gaiety. If you wish
minutes of locating needle and to stop and chat awhile and Ihen
thread to rehem a straight one as move on, we suggest the double
the party progresses. As you detachable platform due to the
know decollete and low necklines suction of the afore mentioned
are smart this year, but smarter floor covering,
still are low necklines fluted with You aU are familiar with
a metalic edging in the newest ove charm necklace on the mark.
barbed design. et today but we advise the veryAlthough platform shoes have latesta chain choker with angone out, we're bringing them attached hollow disc (these can be
DacK in to reduce tne disintegra-
tion percentage of nylons as par-
lor rugs' are usually saturated
I '
I V
A little drawstring makes ii
fit to perfection. Perfect picnic
where.
Milk Punch Garb
Lovely
1
x
, , v ,
9m r i
f 1 i,
A lovely bridesmaid dress which can be used as your good
date dress. It is made of grey taffeta one piece dress
with narrow shoulder straps, very full skirl of soft all
around unpressed pleats, but gives a flat stomach look.
At the bottom of the skirl are three large ruffles. Un-
derneath the ruffles horsehair gives it a new look.
Located at ihe first turn in
any desired shape as long as they
are hollow, large enough to suit
your needs, and set off with a cork
stopper.) These necklaces are
copied after the Swiss original by
St. Bernard.
An added accessory is the tiny
subtle silver or gold plated peri-
scope very good for locating a
desirable male in a crowd or saves
you unnecessary bending over
looking under tables, etc. for your
date.
Picnics and rush to the brush
The choice of slacks or jeans
we leave to your discretion, but
once again we advise our latest
accessory. A large scarf tied to
the end of a stick hobo fashion.
In this you may place your es-
sentials. The scarf is to be fasten-
ed with a large decorative hat pin
if the stick doesn't do you just-
ice the hat pin will.
The dance
For gowns with straps, we
recommend scissors, for strapless
gowns adhesive tape, unless you
have more attractive accessories.
Milk punch party
A one or two piece outfit is op-
tional just as long as it's made
.vith the latest asbestos fabric.
In closing we add that it would
be wise to have a highly starched
iloor length back panel in all
dresses and gowns this will in-
sure a lady-lik- e and perpendicu-
lar posture no matter how tired?
you become.
s - .
Now Selling at
Pat's
the Field House at Gambier
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VOICE OF Remember Girls: You TooSEXPERIENCE
Tells How To Can Be Queen SaturdayEve
Act On A First Eleven - Man Judging Committee
Ana! Only Date MY DA.Y To Select From Dance Guests
(Editor's note The Voice of
Sexperience is a syndicated fea-
ture appearing in trade journals
and plain envelopes from coast to
coast. Its author, a former stu-
dent of psychology, writer and
lecher, offers his advice, his com-
fort and other services to count
less women every year. Until a
few years ago he was receiving
only a selected clientele in his
swank New York offices, under
his real name. The demands for
his services were so great, how-
ever, that he was forced to don
the cloak of anonymity. We are
able to bring him into your home
because his advice is now only
worth a fraction of what it was;
his only comfort is his salary and
he doesn't have to perform any
services.)
Dear Voice of Sexperience:
I am eighteen years old and am
attending a co-e- d college in the
mid-wes- t. As I am only a fresh-woma- n
I have not had too many
dates, although I have had many
near-date- s. Recently a girl-frien- d
of mine, who has a friend who
knows a girl who goes with a boy
from a men's college nearby, ask-
ed me if I would like to attend the
big spring dance at his college. I
told her I would have to ask my
mother.
Mother said it would be all
right, but as the time of the dance
approaches I have not been as
anxious to go as I was. Why is
that?
Irregular
Dear Irregular:
Ask mother or, should she fail
you, your druggist.
V. S.
Dear Voice of Sexperience:
When my boy friend writes me
and tells me that he loves me and
could only love me more if I
mended all his argyles, is he being
facetious? Or does Freud say any-
thing which might enlighten me
as to Cuddles' possible meaning?
Desperate
Dear Desperate:
It .is possible that Cuddles is
trying to keep you in stitches, but
I'm inclined to think that his
recessive traits manifest them-
selves in a desire to see all things
whole rather than holy. Perhaps
a way in which you might assure
yourself of his continued affection
would be to have an operation
performed on the heel. Such an
operation could prevent any fu-
ture trouble.
V. S.
Dear Voice of Sexperience:
Tonight I am going out with a
man I have never seen before and
may never see again. His friends
tell me that we're going to have
a wonderful time. It is not that I
have a suspicious nature, but what
can I do to make certain
that we don't have too wonder-
ful a time?
Cautious
Dear Cautious:
In order not to have "too won-
derful a time" it is necessary to
follow the three rules I laid down
in my recent best-selle- r, No, II
Isn't Necessary, (the Eugenics
Press, New York, N. Y., 1948)
which is on sale at leading secon-
d-hand book stores. The rules
were, and I quote, "1. Water your
drink. 2. Saturate your date. 3.
Watch out for his best friend."
V. S.
Dear Voice of Sexperience:
My daughter recently wrote me
to ask for my permission to attend
a spring dance at a men's college
nearby the co-educatio- nal insti-
tution which she is attending. I
granted her the permission, but
since learned something of that
particular men's college's repu
tation. If I can believe the stories
of uninhibited ribaldry that goes
on within those ivy walls, I am
certain that I want my daughter
to have no part of it. She's so
young, so innocent, so full of thejoie vivre that no good could come
of it. I have never denied my
daughter anything. What then is
a mother to do? I need your ad-
vice before it is too late.
Anxious
Dear Anxious:
Your problem is the problem of
many mothers in the springtime,
when the grass in your daughter's
college appears too green and the
yen for men becomes greater than
at any other time. Fortunately
tor you, I know of the young man
with whom your daughter will at-
tend the spring dance. He can
not be too worldly for his friends
tell me that he hasn't had a date
all winter long. He reads exten-
sively (Rabelais, de Maupassant,
Boccaccio) and doesn't dance. So
don't worry about her attending
the dance. (If your daughter is
Irregular, she may not go any
way.)
V. S.
Chesterfield
Beauty Contest
Pick' Dance Weekend Queen
Cone on, Cascmovas, pop your
eyes this weekend and see if you
can pick the "Dance Weekend
Queen."
Rules governing entries:
1. Call, see, stagger, or crawl
over to Fenton Goldberg, Alumni
House anytime before noon, Sat.,
May 7th and whisper your choice.
A carton of Chesterfields to the
man with an eye for beauty.
Winner of last week's sports
contest: Sam Montague, M.L.
Around the Clubs With Heddah
By Heddah Hoppah
Mt. Vernon, O. The boys of
Kenyon have been engrossed in
eager preparations for receiving
the fairer sex. So let's take a
jaunt around the Ivy-cla- d halls
and peek into a few of Kenyon's
more notable clubs.
Delta Fly Club Ah, here we
see the divided interests of the
school boy. Some lads are brush-
ing the dust out of tuxedos while
others are tinkering with tiny en-
gines in preparation for a week
end contest. Yes, these boys are
all set for the flying contest. Come
now girls, are we to being given
the air?
Delta Tau Athletic Club The
boys of Delta Tau have put away
their gym equipment and are
busily getting "their rug" ready
for a weekend of parties. A huge
infield tarpaulin is being used for
a beer buffer. A certain young
Delt from way-out-we- st has trad-
ed his horse for a motor cycle.
This mechanical knight errant is
none other than George "Sunset"
Holthaus and his gay little com-
panion will be "Miss Harley Da-
vidson" of 1946.
Beta Health Club This unusual
organization is all set for a health-fu- ll
weekend. Their theme is
plenty of liquids and fresh air. To
be assured that there will be no
smoky rooms, the Health Club
has removed all the windows on
the first floor. - One of the mem-
bers, Russ Dunham, will be oc-
cupied witVi his new jet. Russ says,
"she's got plenty of power but
there is no strut in her tail."
The Si-ou- x Redman Society
Due ;o publicity gained from Ken
By Eleanor Rose
Well, well, 'well, well . . . this
morning I went over to see the
flying snapdragons, and they cer-
tainly were snapping. Yes. Some-
one stopped me downtown today,
and asked me to check my sources
in the library. He was a nice
man, but could hardly make him
self understood. I listened to him
for a short time, and thought to
myself "Isn't it nice that here in
America even college professors
can stop people and ask directions
to Genes? In Russia, people are
shot for that." As I talked to this
old man, I wondered where his
children were, and if he was hap-
py in his role as a guide for
youth's eager quest for knowl-
edge. I asked him about this, and
he replied "Horseshed, lady . . .
kids don't bother me none."
The pretty little flowers are out
all along the hillside leading to
Benson Bowl. I picked a few to-
day, and my son Mulford is going
to sell them to the tourists to-
night at some sort of a dance they
are holding down at the village.
Mulford always has had a head
for business, but he never thought
of raiding the tourist trade before.
Youth today is so ingenious, I.
think. And won't the girls look
fine with those pretty little flow-
ers! When I was a little girl, I
used to pick flowers, but nobody
would ever buy them from me.
I used to enjoy roaming the hill-
sides, but now I can't get out as
much as I used to, because of, all
the rain. Didn't we have a lot
of it this year?
The ivy is almost all out on
Peirce Hall. In another day or
two, we won't be able to see the
food at all over there. And if the
college boys enjoy their party to-
night as much as last year, we'll
see damn little of the building,
either. That was my day.
yon's recent hit musical, This Will
Do, the group from North Leon-
ard boast a unique back-to-natu- re
wigwam party dubbed "creepy
Teepee" by some of the older
members of the tribe. Big chief
Kuhnhart says, "party will be
complete with peace-pip- e, fire
water, and (ugh) squaws."
Alpha Delta Foo This unusual
organization boasts a great Ken-
yon baseball star, Hero Hal Mal-lor- y.
Too bad girls, he's all tied
up. He'll be counted on to do some
heavy pitching somewhere be-
tween the field house and the air
port over the weekend. It is rum-
ored that the Alpha Delts will
take to the woods the next couple
of days due to the restrictions
of their new surroundings.
Tea Barracks Card and Turf
Club Walter Van Sickle, a mem
ber of Kenyon's Junior Chamber
of Commerce and Better Business
Club; says that everything will be
"ship-shape- " with his boys. Jack
Mooney, Gabe Katzka, Rick Bo-na- n,
Dick Lochner, and Pete Se-on- e
are all set for the weekend
with their plans for a Derby
party. The group has recently
been favoring Mt. Vernon by tak-
ing a course in bookkeeping. Jack
Mooney says their chances of hav-
ing a big weekend are about 12 to
1.
Deke Literary and Social Club
I wasn't able to get much news
from this gay but exclusive Ken
yon group. However, Jack Moses
says, "the club members will
probably have one of their usual
quiet, informal get togethers with
the girls.
Joan Smith,
The great moment when Kenyon
Queen is just around the corner,
arriving bevy of guests up to date -
will soon be the Great Lady
Queen Contest Rules.
COOKING
TIDY LITTLE TIDBIT
By Miss Charred
With the advent of the picnic
season, many of us are looking
for a tidy little tid-b- it which is
easy to make and pleasing to the
eye. We have developed some-
thing that should be pleasing to
all in our pretty kitchens, and
now pass it along to you.
Charred Kornballs
6 thick slices boiled ham
4 Egg Yolks
2 Grapefruit
1 Tsp. Salt
V--i C. Shortening
C. Milk
2 Medium Eggs, Unbroken
Vi C. Lemon Juice
Sift flour, spread ham slices
with mustard, and sit down. Then
open oven door, disconnect tele-
phone, and make will. Beat
briskly with spoon, using special
3,000 revolutions per minute
stroke covered in last week's Air
Trails. Add C. Milk, stirring
all the time. If you are careful
you won't spill a drop. Person-
ally, we never touch the stuff.
Pour into 2 waxed pre-line- d 8
inch cake pans. Add lemon juice.
Place the four egg yolks in a
geometric design on the top of
the mess. Add water carefully.
Now sit down and devour two
grapefruit while figuring out what
to do next. Add rest of ingred-
ients to double broiler. Lose
double broiler, and start over.
Sift flour, spread ham slices with
mustard, and sit down. Find
double broiler burned to 'crisp in
hot oven. Cover carefully with
marshmallow sauce and parsley,
and tell no one of preceding
events. Serve piping hot on toast,
preferably on Sunday night. Use
a gas range, and don't forget to
listen to "Straight Arrow" every
night at 5:15 p.m. over your lo-
cal station for our daily "House-
hold Hints" session for the
Queen, 1948
adopts its new 1949 Spring Dance
To bring the newly arrived and
particularly since one of them
the Collegian reprints this year's
The Queen will be chosen from
a "Queen's Court" by an eleven-ma- n
judging committee. The
court will be made up of one girl
from each of the eight fraternities,
the Middle Kenyon Association,
and the Independent group. The
means of choosing these girls is
left up to the discretion of the re-
spective groups represented by
the court, the only requirement
being that every court entry be in
(submitted to the Collegian edi-
tor) not later than one o'clock
Saturday morning.
Judging Committee
A's in the case of the Queen's
Court, the eleven-ma- n judging
committee consists of an equal
representation of every separate
group on the Hill. The complete
list of judges includes Bill Porter
from Psi U, Sam Montague from
the Delts, George Hull from the
Betas, Dick Fornoff from Alpha
Delt, Joe Smuckler from Middle
Kenyon, Charlie Dolan from
Dekes, Bob Stix from Sigma Pi,
Jack Carter, Delta Phi; Dan Dun-la- p,
Phi Kap; Bill Chadeayne,
Archon; and Jack Mooney, Inde-
pendent. These men, on Saturday
night, will choose the Queen from
the eleven-gir- l court. In case of
any untamed circumstances a-ris- ing
(such as every judge choos-
ing for Queen the girl who rep-
resents his particular fraternity or
group), a Collegian representative
will cast the deciding ballot. Paul
Newman will act as master-of-ceremonie- s.
GUNG HO
Oberlin College is coming along
just dandy with its expansion pro-
gram. Latest additions to the
campus, states the Oberlin Re-
view, is a Chinese Lama temple,
complete with 25,000 gold-plate- d
shingles and a 68-fo- ot high
double-decke- r roof. According to
present plans the structure (which
is now stored in the form of 28,000
little pieces in several ware-
houses) will stand in a grove hard
by the library, as a combination
pleasure palace and natural mu-
seum. At that, it might add
something to the landscape.
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letters' Victories Reach Four
Before Initial Defeat By Case
The tennis varsity made it 3
straight as it carved out a win
over Capital of Columbus at 7
matches to zero in the homecom-
ing tilt. Bill Schneebeck over-
came the threat of Paul Lindquist,
Capital star, in the top singles fea-
ture by a score of 6-- 2, 6-- 1. John
Park, Kenyon captain, rolled in
over Jimmy Osuga, Japanese ace
of the Columbus institution, by a
6-- 3, 6-- 2 score. The two Kenyon
boys teamed up to lace Osuga and
Grunnewalt in the top doubles
6-- 2, 6-- 0.
Other results. Charles Thomas
(K) d. Grunnewalt (C) 6-- 1, 6-- 2;
Smuckler (K) d. Grabau (C) 6-- 3
6-- 3; Ted Thomas (K) d. Schaeffer
(C) 6-- 1, 6-- 1; Charles Thomas-Te- d
Thomas (K) d. Lindquist-Schaef-f- er
(C) 6-- 0, 6-- 2.
After coming through for a
thrilling last minute win of 4
matches to 3 over the very strong
Baldwin-Wallac- e team on the
Kenyon tennis courts on Friday,
the Kenyon tennis team was final-
ly stopped by Case in Cleveland
the next morning by a 5-- 2 count.
The Baldwin-Wallac- e match
was a real thriller. Bill Schnee-
beck, Kenyon ace, had to go to 3
sets before overcoming the B-- W
new star, Berger. It was all Ken-
yon at the end as Schneebeck
pounded out the last set 6-- 1. Ted
Thomas started slugging the ball
to eke out a single point over Col-
lins at 6-- 2, 4-- 6, 6-- 3. "Old Reliable"
DEAN'S LUNCH
STEAKS CHOPS
SANDWICHS
BEER
BALDERSON'S
CLEANING - PKESSINC
REPAIRING
Call Gambler 2971
IT'S
WORLEY'S
in Mt. Vernon
Varsity Town Clothes
K. D. BEBOUT, INC.
Sales and Service
Continuous Since 1936
Mount Vernon, Ohio
Mothers Last Words:
"Promise me one
thing, son."
"What, Mother?"
"That you will buy
at
KENYON COLLEGE SHOP
Joe Smuckler overcame Shaylor
at 3-- 6, 6-- 2, 6-- 1 for the other Ken-
yon singles point. John Park and
Charles Thomas were defeated by
Witham and Buckey, respectively,
to round out the singles matches.
Schneebeck produced his greatest
doubles effort in the top spot
when he teamed with Park to
nudge out Berger and Witham at
6-- 4 in the third set. The Kenyon
boys came from behind to snatch
the win from the opposition.
The Case match was a com-
plete letdown after the grueling
contest of the day before. Joe
Smuckler scored the only Kenyon
singles point with a 6-- 0, 6-- 2 win
from Barnes. A very tired Schnee-
beck went down before Don
Strieker of Case at 8-- 6 in the final
set after saving 3 match points
against himself. Ted Thomas lost
in 3 sets while Park and Charles
Thomas fell in straight sets after
overtime opening sets. Schnee-
beck and Park bowled over the
top Case doubles team of Strieker
and- - Tanis, losing only 2 games.
The Thomas boys lost out to Grif-
fith and Dorer at 9-1- 1, 6-- 4, 6-- 2 to
round out the series.
Schneebeck. and Smuckler lead
in individual performances, each
winning 4 singles and losing 1.
John Park is next with 3 wins and
2 losses, while Ted and Charles
Thomas have won twice each and
lost 3. Schneebeck and Park are
undefeated in doubles play.
STARRING IN
"ONE LAST FLING
A WARNER BROS. PRODUCTION
DIVISION
DIARY
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DELTA PHI
Old Phi hails the advent of the
new regime, with all of twelve
men initiated. Those now wearing
the Maltese Cross for the first time
include Abrahams, Christ, Piehl,
Ullman, Haines, Ross, Laidlaw,
Gayley, Paisley, Paisley, and Sut-cliff- e.
The last two are honorary
members, but no distinction will
be made about that. We of Phi
are proud to welcome the new
group of initiates, and hail our
new faculty adviser, Dr. Sutcliffe.
Bud Alliegro has taken over
first place in the fly-bo- y contest,
with a monster called the "Boom-
er" . . . Collinge passed Ross and
Root in the failures column when
he piled in his black "Duhunkus"
while taking pictures of it. Hanger
flying always was rougher than
the actual thing.
Dance weekend plans, in the
talented hands of "Shylock" Sher-
wood, have taken many strange
twists in the past week. The Ju-
lep party became a Zombie party,
a Stinger party, a Martini party,
and back to a Julep party. In the
meantime the new division radio
phonograph came, but nobody
noticed. Sherwood and Schenk's
Creek have teamed up again for
the picnic tomorrow afternoon,
and jt is hoped that lots of the
latter and some of the former will
make for a howling success again.
I Brunson's Illinois Supergirl has
1
SERVIC EFRATERNITY
(Continued from page 2)
day. May 12, at 7:00 p.m. in Philo
Hall to discuss the possibilities of
organizing a local chapter of this
service fraternity. If you have
any interest in the project; if you
feel that it should not be organiz-
ed; or if you are just plain cur-
ious, plan to attend. In order to
be granted a national charter a
prospective chapter must have
twenty-fiv- e undergraduate mem-
bers, five faculty advisers, ' and
two scouting advisers so you
see it concerns the entire college
community. Representatives from
the ' Ohio State chapter and the
local scout executive will be pres-
ent at the meeting to conduct the
discussion and to answer ques-
tions of those in attendance.
Undoubtedly, the foremost
questions in everyone's mind is,
"Just what does this organization
do?" To answer this question in
written form would be all but im-
possible for there are few activi-
ties which do not at least fringe
on the nature of service and all of
these conceivably could fall with-
in the realm of Alpha Phi Omega.
For more definitive answer, how-
ever, attend the meeting next
Thursday evening and hear some
of the projects which have been
undertaken by the chapters at
Ohio State and other universities
and colleges.
had the entire division waiting
patiently for months . . . now if
she can play Softball, we'll pledge
her. Bailey has had his trouble
with TWA, but is still hopeful,
while all Burrows thinks about
X-Chan- ges
By Dave Lobdell
DEPT. OF PROGRESS
Modern science has finally come
to the aid of professors with ach-
ing arches and burning Soles at
Ohio State University. In the
past, instructors with large audi-
torium classes had to trot at a
goodly pace to scribble material
on huge blackboards stretching
across the stage, with the result
that at the end of an hour they us-
ually panted like a distance run-
ner coming into the stretch. Now,
states the Daily Lantern (which is
always good for an insight into
the machinations of mass-producti- on
education), all their misery is
alleviated by the Victorlite, a
gadget which immediately pro-
jects whatever is written with a
wax pencil on a piece of waxed
paper onto a large screen at the
front of the auditorium. In fact,
it does everything but make the
scrawl legible.
STILL MORE SEX
An amoeba named Joe and his
brother
Went out drinking toasts to each
other.
In the midst of their quaffing
They split their sides laughing
And found that each one was a
mother.
Maryland Old Line
are his Indians. But the picnic
still will go on, and the males
must go thru. . . .
Tops with the Top Stars in Hollywood and with Colleges too
"For me there's only one
cigarette that's really Milder
and that's CHESTERFIELD"
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